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ABSTRACT
Private Information Retrieval (PIR) allows to privately request a block of data from a database such that no information about the queried block is revealed to the database
owner. With the rapid rise of cloud computing, data is often
shared across multiple servers, making multi-server PIR a
promising privacy-enhancing technology.
In this paper, we introduce RAID-PIR, an efficient and
simple multi-server PIR scheme, which has similar approach
to RAID (Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks) systems.
Each server stores only a part of the database, its computational complexity depends only on this part, and multiple
blocks can be queried efficiently in parallel. RAID-PIR improves efficiency over known PIR protocols, using only very
efficient cryptographic primitives (pseudo-random generator).
We demonstrate that RAID-PIR is practical and well-suited
for cloud deployment as it reduces the communication as
well as the computational workload per server.

Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the need for privately requesting files from
the Internet is bigger than ever. Data can be encrypted
during transport, thus effectively preventing a man-in-themiddle attacker from getting access to the data. However, a
content provider needs to know what files a user requested,
in order to deliver the content. Therefore, the user must
trust the content provider to keep his request safe and to
be protected against attacks. This trust cannot easily be
established, especially because today many websites are not
directly hosted by the content provider, but instead located
in a Content Distribution Network (CDN) or on machines
in the cloud. Furthermore, even if a content provider is
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trustworthy, he can be forced, e.g. by government agencies,
to reveal information about the data that its users requested.
A solution to this problem is Private Information Retrieval (PIR), which allows to protect the privacy of the users’
queries. While PIR schemes with a single server exist, today’s most efficient PIR schemes use multiple servers with the
assumption that not all of them collude; our scheme further
improves efficiency compared to known (multiple-server) PIR
schemes. In particular, these servers could be run on different machines operated by different cloud providers, different
administrators and/or in different regions or jurisdictions.

PIR Applications.
There is a multitude of applications for PIR schemes, with
different reasons for hiding the identity of the item requested
by the user. A typical motivation is to prevent disclosure of
personal or business interest in specific information from a
collection, e.g., or patents, medical articles, company evaluations, product descriptions, legal precedences or otherwise.
For example, knowledge about patents requests may allow a
competitor to identify directions of a company, and knowledge about requests for medical papers by an individual may
expose an illness. Cappos [Cap13] applies PIR for a different
motivation, namely, to hide identity of specific software update being retrieved, since knowing the requested update may
allow an attacker to identify vulnerable system (i.e., a system
using vulnerable, not yet updated, software). PIR can also
be used to privately query messages from an encrypted mailbox [SCM05, BKOI07, MOT+ 11] and is a building block in
the recently proposed private presence service DP5 [BDG14].
A final motivation, from [GHS14], is to allow caching of
encrypted (web) objects by an untrusted CDN, preventing
the CDN from learning details by identifying the requested
objects.

Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID).
We use the name RAID-PIR, since our work shares design
approach and ideas with RAID storage systems. RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks), introduced in [PGK88],
is a method to virtualize data storage that combines multiple
storage units (e.g., disk drives), into one logical unit. The
central idea of RAID is that by properly combining multiple units (drives), we can emulate a larger storage device,
and/or achieve improvements in speed, reliability, etc., which
would be infeasible or more expensive to build ‘from scratch’.
RAID defines multiple modes, providing a low-cost approach
to improve different goals, mainly performance and/or protection against disk failures (reliability). All modes combine

the results from the multiple disks; they do it in different
ways, but the combining operation is always very simple and
efficient. In particular, for improving performance, data is
striped over multiple disks that can be accessed in parallel.
To protect against disk failures, data is either mirrored on
multiple disks or additional parity information is stored that
allows data recovery. Further details on different RAID levels
are given in Appendix A.
Our multi-server PIR scheme, RAID-PIR, has similar properties as a RAID system: the data is distributed to multiple
servers (cf. RAID disks) for better performance, where each
server stores only parts of the database. The data from the
different servers is combined in a simple, efficient operation.
The use of multiple server PIR implies that the entire system
is trustworthy, even if some, but not all of the servers (cf.
disks) are corrupted.

Our Contributions.
We present RAID-PIR, a family of multi-server PIR schemes
that improve upon and generalize Chor et al.’s PIR protocol [CKGS95] and have several desirable properties. RAIDPIR has a balanced workload amongst all participating servers,
reduces the communication complexity, and uses only highly
efficient cryptographic primitives, namely a pseudo-random
generator. RAID-PIR has several parameters that allow
adaption to the specific deployment scenario and trust assumptions: the number of available servers and the maximum
number of servers that can collude. In RAID-PIR, we reduce
the storage requirements for the servers as each server is comparable to a disk in a striped RAID that stores only a part
of the database and computes only a part of the answer to a
user’s query. The user can even query multiple blocks of data
in parallel for higher efficiency. Communication and computation requirements are reduced – in particular the upstream
communication from the client to the servers. We provide
an open-source Python implementation1 and performance
benchmarks for our PIR schemes.
In Section 5, we discuss several deployment aspects, including preserving privacy when reading multiple-blocks concurrently, identifying the necessary blocks for a given query/file,
and ensuring object integrity and availability in spite of server
failures. Our approach, of building such features on top of
RAID-PIR, allows us to maintain a very simple and extremely
efficient PIR design, while providing practical solutions to
failures, which other designs solve by non-trivial extensions
and modifications to the PIR scheme, e.g., [DGH12, OG11,
Gol07].

Outline.
We summarize preliminaries in §2. We detail Chor et
al.’s PIR protocol and our RAID-PIR protocols in §3 and
experimentally compare these protocols in §4. We discuss
applications and deployment aspects of RAID-PIR in §5, give
related work in §6, and conclude in §7.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

In this section we give preliminaries on PIR, explain the
multiple-servers PIR scenario (addressed in this work), and
introduce notations used throughout this paper.

1

https://github.com/dd23/RAID-PIR

2.1

Private Information Retrieval

Private Information Retrieval (PIR) is a term introduced
by Chor et al. [CKGS95]. It refers to the privacy-preserving
querying of data by a client from one or multiple data sources,
such that this data sources cannot infer any information
about the query. In contrast to the client’s query, the available data in the database is public and does not need to be
protected from the client. This allows for a trivial solution:
Sending the entire database to the client, who then performs
his query locally. However, this may be impractical or expensive, for large databases. PIR schemes allow clients to
retrieve data without exposing their privacy, and requiring
less communication (cf. to sending entire DB), albeit with
computational overhead. We focus on multiple-servers PIR
schemes, which have lower computation complexity.

Multiple Server PIR Scenario.
The content provider CP provides data and distributes it
to k servers Si with 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This is common practice
for distributing data over the Internet in a large scale for
the purpose of load balancing and scalability. The direct
communication between clients and CP should be kept to a
minimum. A client C wants to retrieve data from CP and
gets forwarded to several servers that deliver the requested
data to him. The PIR protocols we consider here, are singleround protocols where C sends a query qi to server Si from
whom he receives the answer ai . An example setting with
k = 3 servers is depicted in Fig. 1.
The properties a PIR scheme must satisfy are that the
client C can recover his desired data (correctness), but neither the content provider CP nor any combination of less
than r servers Si learns anything about the data the client
is interested in from the client’s queries (security).
CP

S2

S1
q2
q1

S3
a2
q3

a1

a3

C
Figure 1:
Example PIR Setting with servers
S1 , S2 , S3 . Dashed lines represent offline communication (see §5.2).

2.2

Notations

We denote the content provider as CP, the k servers as Si
with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and the client as C. The database DB consists
of B blocks of size b bits each. The block at position j is
denoted as blockj . We partition the B blocks into k chunks,
each containing B
blocks of the database.
k
The protocol makes operations over vectors of size B; in
particular, for c ∈ [1, B], the (B-bits) elementary vector ec
has a single bit set (to one) at position c, and all other bits
are reset (zeros). For a given B−bit vector α, the notation
α[i] refers to the i-th chunk of α, i.e., the B
bits beginning
k
with (i − 1) · B
;
cf.
§3.2.1.
k

3.

PROTOCOL OVERVIEW

Our work is based on Chor et al.’s linear summation PIR
system for multiple servers [CKGS95], which we denote as
CKGS in the following. Following earlier work, e.g., [Cap13],
we query blocks of data instead of single bits to improve
efficiency. The overall goal is to allow privacy-preserving
retrieval of data and outsourcing of workload from CP to
the PIR servers Si . After introducing a slightly modified
variant of the original CKGS scheme in §3.2.1, we present
our improved PIR schemes.

3.1

Setup

Before clients can privately retrieve data, the content
provider CP has to setup the database DB of his files and
distribute it to the servers. This is realized by partitioning
all available data into B blocks of size b bits and sending
them to the servers. The mapping of actual files to blocks is
discussed in §4.1.

3.2

Privately Requesting Files

The client C is interested in one or multiple blocks and
wants to request them in a privacy-preserving fashion from
the available servers.

3.2.1

ing the flip chunks to multiple queries can be seen as analogous to RAID-5 (Rotating Parity), where parity information
is distributed over all disks (cf. Appendix A).
As in [CKGS95], the servers’ responses have length of b bits
each, and are the XOR of all blocks that the user requested
in his query, i.e. if the bit at index j was set in the client’s
query, the server XORs blockj into his response. When the
client has received the replies from all k servers he calculates
the XOR of all responses and gets blockc , as all other blocks
are contained an even number of times and cancel out due
to the XOR. See Fig. 2.

k = 4 queries

From §3.2.2, our PIR schemes also use a redundancy parameter 2 ≤ r ≤ k, s.t. the scheme is secure as long as the
number of colluding servers is less than r.
Finally, in §3.2.3, we improve the performance using pseudorandom generator PRG, with security parameter σ. For
simplicity, we use PRG(s, i) to denote the ith ‘block’ of B
k
bits output by PRG for seed s ∈ {0, 1}σ .

A Variant of CKGS [CKGS95]

In the following we describe a slightly modified variant of
the original CKGS scheme that has the same properties in
terms of complexity, but with the structure of our improved
protocols presented in the following sections. For completeness, we give the original CKGS protocol in Appendix B.
As in [CKGS95], the client C is interested in privately
querying blockc and represents this plaintext query as the
elementary vector ec (i.e., a vector of B bits where the c-th
bit is set to one and all other bits are zero). Also, the queries
received by each server, appear random; only the XOR of all
queries equals to the plaintext query ec . However, differently
from [CKGS95], in our variant all servers and queries are
‘symmetrical’, as follows.
As depicted in Fig. 2, we partition each query into k chunks,
where k is the number of servers. A chunk, i.e., a column
in Fig. 2, spans B/k adjacent blocks of the DB and hence
contains B/k bits. As shown in Fig. 2, the query sent to
server i contains random bits rndi [x] for all the chunks x 6= i.
Chunk i is denoted f lipi , and is computed to cancel out
all the other (randomly chosen) chunks rndj [i] sent to other
server j, leaving exactly ec [i], i.e.,
M
flipi ← ec [i] ⊕
rndj [i],
j∈{1,...,k}\i

where ec [i] is the i-th chunk of elementary vector ec , cf.
Fig. 2.
Each request qi that C sends to server Si for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
contains one flip chunk and k −1 randomly chosen rnd chunks,
and hence has a total length of B bits. The idea of distribut-
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Figure 2: CKGS: The queries qi sent by the client
to servers Si and their XOR. Here, k = 4 servers and
B = 20 blocks. The block that the client is interested
in has index 3, as the third bit is set to 1.

3.2.2

Using more than r servers
As our first optimization of Chor et al.’s protocol we introduce the redundancy parameter r with 2 ≤ r ≤ k which gives
the minimum number of servers that need to collude in order
to recover the block that is queried. In our protocol depicted
in Fig. 3, the redundancy parameter specifies the number
of chunks in each query and how often the chunks overlap
throughout all queries, thus setting the storage requirements
of the servers and the security of our scheme. Each of the k
servers stores only (r/k) · B blocks of the DB, and each query
now consists of r chunks, with a length of B/k bits each. A
small r parameter allows to reduce the percentage of the DB
each server has to store and the length of each query to a fraction of r/k, but also reduces the protection against colluding
malicious servers. Hence, the redundancy parameter r allows
a trade-off between storage/communication and security and
can be chosen in accordance with the deployment scenario
and trust assumptions. For r = k we obtain exactly the
variant of the original CKGS scheme described in §3.2.1; for
better performance, use more servers (with fixed r).
Our idea stems from the striping technique used in RAID
systems, where data is distributed over multiple disks in
order to improve efficiency. However, to achieve security we
have to also rely on mirroring, in order to protect against
colluding servers. Our partially overlapping structure of
chunks is comparable to a hybrid of RAID-0 (Striping) and
RAID-1 (Mirroring), cf. Appendix A. An example of the
partitioning into chunks and the use of the redundancy parameter r is depicted in Fig. 3.
3.2.3

SB: Single Block Queries with Seed Expansion

As the next optimization we make use of a pseudo random generator (PRG) to further improve the communication
complexity by reducing the size of the queries. The first
chunk of each query is chosen as before and sent as a bit

3.2.4
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Figure 3: PIR with Redundancy Parameter r:
Queries qi sent by the client to server Si and their
XOR. Here, k = 4 servers, redundancy parameter
r = 3, and B = 20 blocks. The block that the client is
interested in has index 3, as the third bit is set to 1.

string, while the remaining r − 1 chunks are generated from
a PRG and expanded from a seed s of length σ bits, where σ
is the symmetric security parameter (set to 128 bit in our
implementation). The seed expansion is depicted in Fig. 4.
This technique reduces the communication complexity, as
soon as the symmetric security parameter σ is smaller than
B (r − 1) /k, at the cost of the evaluation of few symmetric cryptographic operations, and is very effective for large
databases with a high number of blocks B. The efficiency
of the PIR scheme is improved, since typically an end user’s
upstream is significantly slower than his downstream. Therefore, reducing the amount of data a user has to send to the
servers will reduce the overall protocol runtime. We argue
that, for large number of blocks B, the additional costs of
evaluating a small number of symmetric cryptographic operations, e.g., by instantiating the PRG with AES, are very
low compared to the bandwidth savings, especially due to
the massive increase of computational power and the availability of the AES-NI instruction set for efficient evaluation
of symmetric cryptographic operations. See results in §4.
The servers’ replies are identical to the ones in the original
protocol. The trick is to flip the bit at the beginning of the
query, in the chunk that is not generated by a PRG. All
queries start with such a chunk, and therefore all servers are
equally likely to receive the query with the flipped bit.
We can combine this technique with the redundancy parameter to further increase efficiency. We refer to the scheme
that uses chunks, the redundancy parameter r, and the seed
expansion to query a one block as single block scheme SB.
A formal description of SB is given in Algorithm 1.
From §3.2.3, our schemes use a security parameter
qi0

flipi

si

PRG(si )
qi

flipi

rndi [i mod k + 1]

rndi [i + r − 2 mod k + 1]

r − 1 chunks

Figure 4: SB: Query expansion from seed si .

MB: Multiple Block Queries

Finally, we extend the protocol to allow C to request multiple blocks with a single query. For this, the servers reply
with one block per query chunk and calculate the XOR of
each response block only within each chunk. The size of the
reply from each server to C is increased from b bits to r · b bits.
This approach has the limitation, that the requested blocks
must be located in different locations of the DB, as they must
be queried in different chunks. Every chunk can contain at
most one block of data, comparable to the original scheme,
where every block has to be queried separately. However,
we argue that the assumptions of blocks being located in
different chunks is practical, especially for requests of a large
amount of data. An example of the parallel query is depicted
in Fig. 5.
We refer to the scheme, that incorporates all of our optimizations and that allows to query up to k blocks with one
query as multi block scheme MB. A formal description of
MB is given in Algorithm 1.
r = 3 chunks
k = 4 queries
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Figure 5: MB: The queries qi sent by the client to
server Si and their XOR. Here, k = 4 servers, redundancy parameter r = 3, and B = 20 blocks. The client
queries for the blocks 3, 9, 14, and 16 in parallel.
This optimization is again inspired by RAID, since blocks
can be read from multiple disks in parallel. However, similar
to RAID-5 (Rotating Parity) and RAID-0 (Striping), blocks
can only be queried in parallel if they are located on different
disks, cf. Appendix A.

3.3

Analysis

In the following we analyze the complexity, correctness,
and security of our PIR schemes.

3.3.1

Complexity and Efficiency

The complexities and efficiency of the PIR schemes described in §3.2 are summarized in Tab. 1.
Our improved PIR protocols are well-suited for cloud-based
applications where customers are charged for server computation and communication to/from the cloud. In contrast to
the original Chor protocol [CKGS95], where multiple servers
are used only to increase the security of the protocol, our
protocols can use multiple servers for better efficiency, similar to the properties of a RAID system: for k servers, the
upload communication from the client to each server is only
about 1/k-th of the original communication and when using
redundancy parameter r = 2, each server loads and processes
only about 1/k-th of the blocks in the database.
We note that queries are sent to the servers concurrently
with responses sent back from the servers; hence, the commu-

Algorithm 1 Description of our PIR schemes for retrieving a single block (SB) (cf. §3.2.3) or multiple blocks in parallel (MB)
(cf. §3.2.4). See notations in §2.2.
Input: (SB) single block blockc or (MB) k blocks blockc [i] for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
1. C randomly picks the seeds si ∈R {0, 1}σ for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
2. C expands each seed si to generate the r − 1 chunks rndi [j] ← PRG(si , j) for j ∈ {(i mod k) + 1, . . . , (i + r −
2 mod k) + 1}.
3. For each
Li, C sets the chunk flipi as the XOR of the r chunks rndj [i] in column i:
flipi ← j rndj [i] with j = (i − 1 mod k) + 1, (i − 2 mod k) + 1, . . ..
4. (SB) C identifies the flip chunk that contains blockc (the block C is interested in) and flips the bit at the
corresponding position.
(MB) C identifies all flip chunks that contain a blockc [i] he is interested in and flips the bit at the corresponding
positions.
5. C sends the queries qi0 consisting of one flip chunk and one seed si to the servers Si .
6. Si expands his seed si to generate r − 1 random chunks rndi [j] = PRG(si , j) for j ∈ {(i mod k) + 1, . . . , (i +
r − 2 mod k) + 1} and gets his full query qi , as depicted in Fig. 4.
L
7. (SB) Si calculates his answer ai ← x∈qi blockx and sends answer ai to C.
L
(MB) For each of the r chunks j, Si calculates ai [j] ← x∈qi [j] blockx and sends all ai [j] blocks to C.
L
8. (SB) C calculates the plaintext block by XORing the k answers: blockc ← 1≤i≤k ai .
(MB) For each chunk
L j, C calculates the plaintext block by XORing the r answers in column j :
blockc [j] ← i ai [j] with i = (j − 1 mod k) + 1, (j − 2 mod k) + 1, . . ..

Table 1: Comparison of complexity and efficiency of the original Chor PIR scheme with our optimizations
from §3.2. k: #servers, r: redundancy parameter (2 ≤ r ≤ k), B: #blocks, b: block size, σ: security parameter.
Upload: Query length |qi | [bit]
Download: Answer length |ai | [bit]
Server Computation [#blocks to load and XOR]
Server Storage [#blocks]
Client Computation [#pseudorandom bits]
Result blocks per query
Security Level (max. #colluding servers)
Maximum communication efficiency

[CKGS95]

§3.2.2

SB §3.2.3

MB §3.2.4

B
b
B/2
B
(k − 1) · B

(r/k) · B
b
(r/k) · B/2
(r/k) · B
(r − 1) · B

(1/k) · B + σ
b
(r/k) · B/2
(r/k) · B
(r − 1) · B

(1/k) · B + σ
r·b
(r/k) · B/2
(r/k) · B
(r − 1) · B

1
k−1
b/(kB + kb)

1
r−1
b/(rB + kb)

1
r−1
b/(B + kσ + kb)

k
r−1
b/(B/k + σ + b)

nication delay is essentially the maximum, rather than the
sum, of the upload (query) and download (response) times.

3.3.2

Correctness

Our proposed PIR schemes are adaptations of the original CKGS scheme. The main difference is that we do not
compute the XOR over the entire database, but over smaller
chunks (column-wise). Therefore, correctness carries over
from the original CKGS scheme [CKGS95].

3.3.3

Security

The security of the schemes of §3.2.1, §3.2.2 follows trivially
using the same proof as of the original scheme, see [CKGS95].
Intuitively, for each column i, the flipi chunk is the XOR of
r − 1 random (rnd) values. Therefore, these flip chunks can
be seen as an r-out-of-r XOR-based secret sharing of either
the zero-vector or an elementary vector with the single bit
set to one in which the client is interested. From the security
of the secret sharing scheme follows that a collusion of up to
r − 1 servers cannot gain any information about the block
the client is interested in.
The security of the SB scheme, of §3.2.3, follows by standard reduction to the security of the PRG used. Namely, if
the SB scheme is leaks information, then we can distinguish
between the strings produced by the PRG vs. truly random
strings of the same length, by running the protocol with the
given bits and checking if the attacker can learn information
(which is proven impossible using truly random bits, see
above and in [CKGS95]).
The security of the MB scheme, of §3.2.4, also follows by
a simple reduction argument, this time reducing to the SB
scheme. Namely, assume an attacker can leak information
from the MB scheme (but not from the SB scheme); for
simplicity, assume this holds for the case shown in Fig. 5.
Then the attacker runs four queries against the SB scheme,
each time for block from a different chunk, and then XORs
the views received by the corrupt servers; this is equivalent
to a single run of the MB algorithm, so we can use the attack
on MB to leak information - which contradicts the security of
the SB scheme. Note that for convenience, we ignored here
the fact that both SB and MB use pseudorandom strings
(which can be easily dealt with as explained in previous
paragraph).
Note that to additionally achieve security against external
man-in-the-middle attackers, the client can connect to the
servers via secure channels.

3.4

Further Improvements

The implementations of all PIR schemes described in §3.2
can be further improved as detailed next.

Precomputation at Servers.
It is possible to reduce the computational complexity for
the servers at the cost of additional storage as proposed
in [BIM00]. For this, each server precomputes all possible
combinations of XOR for subsets of length ` of the data
and stores the results on disk. This technique reduces each
server’s computational workload by a factor of ` while increasing its storage by a factor of 2` /`.

Memory Efficient PIR.
The PIR schemes can be implemented with low memory for
the client. This makes them well-suited for resource-limited

devices, such as web browsers, smartphones, embedded systems, or smartcards. For this, we instantiate the PRG with
a block cipher in counter mode and iteratively compute the
queries column-wise and chunk by chunk.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION & BENCHMARKS

We base our implementations on the publicly available code
of upPIR [Cap13] which implements the original protocol
of Chor et al. [CKGS95]. We modified the existing Python
code and implemented our improved PIR protocols described
in §3.2: support for redundancy parameter r (§3.2.2), smaller
upload by using a PRG for the queries (SB – §3.2.3), and
enabling parallel requests (MB – §3.2.4). We set the security
parameter to σ = 128 and instantiate the PRG with AES128CTR. In §4.2 we compared performance of our different
variants to that of [CKGS95], and in §4.3 we compared to
the best-effcient robust PIR algorithm (to the best of our
knowledge), [Gol07], using the implementation in [GDL+ 14].

4.1

System Description

The upPIR system has two phases, a setup phase run between the content provider and the servers, and a PIR phase
run between the client and the servers as described next.

Setup Phase.
The content provider CP sets up the database DB of his
files by partitioning all available data into B blocks of size b.
For this, CP creates a manifest file that maps every file to one
or multiple blocks. Every block has a unique index and its
content can optionally be hashed with a secure hash function
in order to guarantee its integrity and thereby allowing to
identify malicious servers. The manifest file is static and
identical for all clients and servers. The partitioning is done
in a compact way, such that files can start in the middle
of a block, thus wasting no storage space. The files to be
distributed and the manifest file are sent to all servers.

PIR Phase.
The client C requests the manifest file in order to determine
what data is available and for creating his query to the servers.
With the manifest file, he identifies the blocks he is interested
in and runs the PIR protocol with the servers (cf. §3.2).

4.2

Benchmark Results

We benchmark our PIR schemes for different parameters and deployment scenarios. We deploy the k servers
as m3.large instances on Amazon EC2. The client is a
local desktop computer with 4 GB RAM and an AMD hexacore CPU with 3.3 GHz. As DB we use a recent release of
Ubuntu security updates, containing 964 updates adding up
to a total size of 3.8 GB. The average file size of the DB is
4 MB, while the median file size is only 267 kB, as many
small patches are contained. We run each experiment 5 times
and give the average runtimes.

Varying Block Size.
In our first set of experiments, shown in Fig. 6, we fix the
number of servers to k = 3 and the redundancy parameter to
r = 2. We vary the block size b from 16 kB to 4 MB depicted
on the x-axis and plot the total runtime for the different
PIR schemes on the y-axis (CKGS §3.2.1, r = 2 §3.2.2,
SB §3.2.3, and MB §3.2.4). We use two different network

Varying Number of Servers.
Finally, we vary the number of servers and measure the
total runtime for the entire PIR protocol, including network
communication. From the results depicted in Fig. 7 we observe that increasing k only improves the total runtime if the
network bandwidth is high enough. For the DSL scenario
the higher communication complexity, caused by the downstream from each server, also increases the overall runtime.
For the WAN scenario the performance increase is clearly
visible, but limited due to the increased communication and
computation requirements for the client. The runtime for
CKGS increases slightly, because the client has to wait for
all k servers to respond and latency in the cloud can vary.

4.3
Figure 8: Server computation time [s] for varying
number of servers k, redundancy parameter r = 2,
and block size b = 128 kB.

settings between the client and EC2: a consumer grade DSL
connection (1 MBit/s upstream and 16 MBit/s downstream)
depicted in the left diagrams (Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c)) and a
WAN connection (350 MBit/s for both up- and downstream)
depicted in the right diagrams (Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(d)). The
latency averaged to 30 ms for both network settings. In the
upper diagrams (Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b)) we query for a large
file that is stored consecutively in the DB (file size 8.5 MB)
and in the lower diagrams (Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d)) we retrieve
10 small files (total size of files 2.9 MB) that are distributed
across different chunks of the database. Throughout all
measurements the same 10 small files are used to achieve
comparable results.
As can be seen from the diagrams, our improved PIR
protocols result in larger runtime improvements when the
upstream of the network connection is limited (left diagrams
for DSL) as the client sends less data (cf. Upload in Tab. 1).
Our multi-block PIR scheme MB described in §3.2.4 is beneficial when querying for multiple files distributed across
multiple chunks (lower diagrams for 10 files).
The computation improvements for the servers cannot be
seen clearly in these experiments as for parameters r = 2
and k = 3 the servers have in our protocols only 2/3 of
the workload of the original Chor PIR scheme (cf. Server
Computation in Tab. 1). Therefore, we vary the number of
servers k in the following experiments.

Server Computation Workload.
Next we measure the total time that one server needs to
respond to a client’s query for either the large consecutive
file or the 10 small files that are distributed throughout
the DB. This server computation time includes expanding
the seed (for SB and MB), reading the blocks, and calculating their XOR. The results are depicted in Fig. 8. Our
schemes benefit from an increasing number of servers k as
the computation time for each server decreases, whereas the
original CKGS scheme has a constant server workload that
is independent of k. The runtimes for r = 2 and SB are
almost identical (for Cons. File and 10 Files, respectively),
showing that the seed expansion with a PRG has negligible
computation overhead.

Comparison with [Gol07]

We evaluate the recent implementation of [GDL+ 14, Gol07]
on the same machines and data that we used to benchmark
our code and depict the results in Fig. 9. All results are for
a WAN network connection, therefore the results in Fig. 9(b)
and Fig. 6(d) are comparable. We show results for their
implementation of CKGS, which achieves very similar performance as our CKGS implementation. We compare it with
a version of their protocol that allows to query one block
per query sequentially and a version that allows to query
k − 1 blocks per query in parallel. The resulting runtimes
are slower than the plain CKGS protocol. However their implementation scales very well with increasing k, and for large
number of servers, may be competitive with ours; more significantly, [Gol07] ensure robustness against malicious servers,
which we only address by the higher-layer mechanisms of
§5.3.

5.

APPLYING RAID-PIR

PIR protocols can be used for different applications and
scenarios, where clients wish to hide the storage locations
they are reading. However, the applications may have additional requirements, beyond these provided by basic PIR
schemes. Some of these requirements may require significant extensions to existing PIR schemes, or a new scheme;
for example, several works study PIR schemes which are
robust to benign and/or byzantine failures [Gol07, DGH12,
DG14]. Addition of such properties to RAID-PIR is subject
for further research.
However, as we show below, some requirements can be
achieved quite easily, by extending RAID-PIR or adding a
layer on top of it. In the following, we discuss private retrieval
of multi-block objects, PIR lookup mechanisms (identifying
the block(s) necessary for a particular query/object), and
finally object integrity, availability and accountability.

5.1

Private Multi-Block Object Retrieval

PIR schemes allow customers to retrieve an object, without allowing the servers to know which object was retrieved
among the set of objects stored; in the case of multi-server
PIR schemes such as RAID-PIR, this holds as long as the
number of corrupt servers is less than r. However, many
applications involve a collection of objects with significantly
different lengths. In this case, using a block size equal to the
object size involves significant communication and computation overhead. To reduce this overhead, we would normally
use a smaller block size, s.t. retrieving a large object would
imply retrieval of all the blocks in the objects. However,
when using such a scheme, the number of blocks retrieved

(a) DSL, Large Consecutive File

(b) WAN, Large Consecutive File

(c) DSL, 10 Small Files

(d) WAN, 10 Small Files

Figure 6: Runtimes [s] for varying block sizes b [kB] with k = 3 servers and redundancy parameter r = 2.

(a) DSL

(b) WAN

Figure 7: Runtimes [s] for varying number of servers k, redundancy parameter r = 2, and block size b = 128 kB.

(a) Runtimes for varying numbers of k for blocksize b = 128 kB (b) Runtimes for different Blocksizes b for k = 3 servers and
and the query of 10 random files.
the query of 10 random files.
Figure 9: Runtimes [s] for [Gol07] for varying number of servers k and different block sizes b.
may allow the attacker to identify the object (if it has unique
number of blocks) or to know that the object is within the
limited set of objects with the same number of blocks.
A trivial way to deal with this concern is to use very large
blocks, such that every object will fit within a single block.
Alternatively, clients may always retrieve a fixed number of
blocks, including blocks they are not interested in, possibly
using the parallel block query (§3.2.4) to reduce the overhead;
by using a smaller block size, this design is less wasteful in
storage, although it has the same communication cost as the
use of blocks of the same total size. Hence, these solutions
fix the privacy concern, at the cost of more communication.
In many scenarios, an alternative would be to address
the privacy concern by increasing latency. Specifically, if a
system has some known distribution of requests, say in rate
of β blocks per second (taking into account the total number
of blocks in requested objects), then a possible way to hide
identity of requested objects would be to request objects at
fixed rate of β blocks per second (or a bit higher, to avoid
excessive latency), delaying requests if necessary and adding
‘dummy’ requests if none are present. Again, this combines
well with the parallel block query (§3.2.4), allowing to retrieve
k blocks with each request, improving request (upstream)
bandwidth and processing overhead. Further optimizations
may be possible, especially when the distribution of requests
and of object-sizes is known or has certain properties.

5.2

PIR Lookup Mechanisms

PIR schemes allow clients to retrieve a block by specifying
the block number, without exposing the block number to
eavesdroppers or to the PIR servers. However, in many
applications, clients do not necessarily know in advance
the block number containing the information they need;
instead, they have some higher-layer identifier such as a URL
or file name. How can clients learn the block number(s)
corresponding to the object identifier without exposing their
interest in a particular object?
One solution is used in upPIR [Cap13]: the content provider
maintains a manifest file, mapping all object identifiers to
the corresponding block numbers. Clients always retrieve
the entire manifest file (from the origin or any server, or
even from another location). The manifest file can also allow

to ensure integrity by including a collision-resistant hash of
each object, and the origin signs the manifest file itself.
This use of such manifest file is fine, as long as its size is
reasonable; it may be less appropriate to ensure privacy for
queries to a huge collection of many (smaller) items, such as
the Domain Name System, as proposed, e.g., in [ZHS07]; in
such cases, the distribution of the manifest file may cause
significant overhead, esp. if it has to be updated periodically.
In such cases, where distributing a manifest file causes significant overhead, it may be better to use other approaches. A
simple approach is to store an object with identifier (URL) i,
in block h(i) where h is a hash function; this has obvious
limitations, in particular, no control over placement. More
elaborate schemes for object lookup in PIR based on keywords or identifiers were studied, e.g., [CGN98].

5.3

Object Integrity, Availability and Accountability

PIR schemes do not necessarily ensure integrity. Namely,
a benign or malicious (byzantine) failure in one or more
of the servers, may result in clients receiving corrupt data.
Some PIR schemes are robust, i.e., designed to handle benign
failures, or even byzantine failures, e.g., [DG14, DGH12].
Our RAID-PIR constructions, however, are not robust to
server failures; it is an interesting challenge to adopt them to
achieve robustness (with comparable performance). However,
we note that clients may easily recover from failure of few
servers, by using only the operative servers in the protocol.
We now show how to take advantage of this and use RAIDPIR to ensure integrity, availability and accountability.
We first explain how to ensure object integrity: one natural solution is for the origin to sign every object, and to
provide the signature as part of the object from the servers.
Alternatively, when a manifest file is used, the origin can only
sign the manifest file, and include therein a collision-resistant
hash value for each object (cf. [Cap13]). In some applications,
the content ‘belongs’ to a specific customer of the origin; in
this case, the origin may use a Message Authentication Code
(MAC), for improved efficiency (cf. to signature schemes).
The above mechanisms only allow the client to detect
when it receives a corrupted object; this still allows one
corrupt server to deny service to the PIR. However, we can

efficiently deal with this threat, as follows: First, we assume
that all the communication between client and each server is
protected, and in particular authenticated (typically using
a MAC). This allows the client to ignore servers to which
there are repeated communication failures. We therefore
focus on servers corruptions (and assume that all messages
are received correctly as sent).
Second, we assume that the client uses some of the mechanisms above, e.g., signed objects, to detect corrupted objects.
It remains to explain how we deal with this case, i.e., client
receiving corrupted objects due to a server failure. In this
case, the client proceeds with a resolution protocol, which
identifies the corrupted server, as follows.
(A) The client simply re-sends the same query to the
servers; however, this time it indicates that the responses
should be signed. If the client detects that the server failed, by
not returning the same response as before (or not returning
a valid signature), then the client marks this server as ‘bad’
and continues the protocol with the remaining servers. The
signature is over both the request received by the server and
over the response.
(B) Once the client receives the signatures from all the
(operative) servers, then it selects one or more of the servers,
and sends the corresponding signed responses from these
servers to the content origin or a trusted third party. The
origin can validate that the response is valid; if not, it would
blacklist that server so that all clients will stop using it.
If clients wish to preserve query privacy from the origin,
then they should send less than r of the responses from
the servers to the origin (each containing the corresponding
request that the client sent to that server). However, surely,
after few such interferences, a faulty server would certainly
be detected.

6.

RELATED WORK

Below we summarize related work for PIR with multiple
servers or a single server, and oblivious RAMs.

Multi-server PIR.
The first work on PIR by Chor et al. [CKGS95] introduced information theoretically secure PIR in a setting with
multiple servers. [Gol07] proposes multi-server PIR schemes
with stronger robustness properties than our protocols, but
these protocols are more complicated and use computationally more demanding cryptographic primitives (Shamir secret
sharing or even homomorphic encryption). An experimental
comparison of the multi-server PIR schemes of [CKGS95] and
[Gol07] was given in [OG11]. [Cap13] implemented Chor et
al.’s PIR scheme [CKGS95] for different block sizes in order
to efficiently and privately retrieve security updates with similar performance as downloading the file via FTP. A robust
multi-server PIR scheme that allows multi-block queries was
introduced in [HHG13]. Efficiency of robust multi-server PIR
was improved in [DGH12, DG14]. Multi-server PIR with
verifiability was proposed in [ZSN14].

Single-Server PIR.
Private Information Retrieval with a single computationally bounded server was proposed in [KO97] and is often
referred to as Computationally Private Information Retrieval
(CPIR). Since then, several CPIR schemes have been proposed, e.g., with polylogarithmic communication [CMS99];

a survey of several CPIR schemes is given in [OI07]. In
[CMO00] it was shown that CPIR implies Oblivious Transfer which gives strong evidence that CPIR cannot be constructed based on weak computational assumptions such
as one-way functions. [SC07] show that non-trivial CPIR
protocols implemented on standard PC hardware are orders
of magnitude less time-efficient than trivially transferring
the entire database. A lattice-based CPIR scheme was proposed in [MG08] and experiments in [OG11] demonstrate
that this scheme can be more efficient than downloading
the database. By using a trusted hardware token, the computational assumptions for CPIR can be circumvented and
information theoretic security can be achieved, e.g., as shown
in [WDDB06, YDDB08, DYDW10]. In [MBC13b] it was
shown how to exploit the massive parallelism available in
cloud computing to split the server’s workload on multiple
machines using MapReduce. A CPIR scheme with multiple
queries was given in [GKL10]. [DG14] constructs a hybrid
CPIR protocol that combines the multi-server PIR protocol
of Goldberg [Gol07] with the single-server CPIR protocol of
Melchor and Gaborit [MG08], for security even if all servers
are corrupted.

Oblivious RAM.
Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [GO96] is more powerful than
PIR as it allows not only private retrieval of data, but also
private write-access. Burst ORAM [DSS14] allows efficient
online requests through pre-computation. A combination of
ORAM and PIR was presented recently in [MBC13a].

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented RAID-PIR, a family of simple and practical
multi-server PIR schemes, which are efficient in computation,
storage and communication, especially upload from clients.
Due to its simplicity and efficiency, RAID-PIR can be used
by practical systems. We evaluated the efficiency of RAIDPIR, however, we plan to further extend the evaluation
and report in full version of this work; in particular, use of
larger database as well as of shorter blocks, may be more
realistic, and also would show better the advantage of the
PRG technique of §3.2.3.
RAID-PIR does not provide built-in robustness against
faulty servers, however, we show (in §5.3) how to efficiently
use it to handle erroneous or malicious servers. It would be
an interesting challenge, to find another RAID-PIR mode,
that will provide fault-tolerance, this may also help speed up
results (by not waiting for response from slowest server). Of
course, the challenge is to maintain the RAID-like simplicity
and efficiency.
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APPENDIX
A. RAID
In the following, we summarize commonly used RAID levels
from which we borrow ideas for our RAID-PIR schemes. The
RAID levels are depicted in Fig. 10.
RAID-0 (Striping): This RAID level stripes blocks over
multiple disks, e.g. in Fig. 10, block 0 is stored on disk 0,
block 1 is stored on disk 1, etc.. This allows to improve read
performance for parallel reads, e.g. in Fig. 10, a read for
block 0 and block 1 can be processed in parallel by disk 0
and disk 1. However, if a disk fails, all blocks stored on it
cannot be recovered.
RAID-1 (Mirroring): This RAID level mirrors blocks
over multiple disks, i.e., each block is stored on multiple disks.
This increases redundancy s.t. when one disk fails, data can
be recovered from the other disk(s). It also improves read
performance as blocks can be read from multiple disks.
RAID-4 (Parity): In this RAID level, one disk stores
parity information about all other disks. Due to its simplicity

XOR is usually used as parity scheme, e.g. in Fig. 10, P01 =
B0 ⊕ B1 . In case of a failure of one disk the information can
be recovered from the remaining disks. The performance is
limited by the parity disk.
RAID-5 (Rotating Parity): This RAID level stripes
data blocks across multiple disks and for each stripe of data
blocks a parity block is stored on the disks in a rotating
manner. The parity blocks are computed as the XOR of the
blocks in one stripe. On failure of one of the disks, its data
can be recovered from the data and parity blocks stored on
the other disks.
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Figure 10: Distribution of blocks in RAID levels 0,
1, 4, and 5 with three disks. Bi denotes a data block,
Pij denotes a parity block.

B.

THE CKGS SCHEME [CKGS95]

This is a description of the original linear summation
PIR scheme by Chor et al. [CKGS95] that our ideas are
based on. The client C is interested in privately querying
blockc . The request qi that C sends to server Si is a randomly
chosen string of B bits for i ∈ {1, . . . , k−1}. The k-th request
qk corresponds to the XOR of all other requests except for
one bit flipped at the index of blockc . The result of the XOR
of all requests is the elementary vector ec with length B bits
that has a 1 in position c and 0 everywhere else. The servers’
responses have a length b bits each and are the XOR of all
blocks that the user requested in his query, i.e. if the bit at
index j was set in the client’s query, the server XORs the
blockj into his response. When the client has received a reply
from all servers he calculates the XOR of all k responses and
gets blocki , as all other blocks are contained an even number
of times and cancel out due to the XOR. An example of this
scheme is depicted in Fig. 11.
k = 4 queries

[OI07]
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Figure 11: CKGS with k = 4 servers and B = 20
blocks.

